Covid19 September 2020 full reopening school lunches procedure
All students will be offered the opportunity to choose lunch options for the following full week and this
will be communicated to the office the Friday. Named lunch bags will be collected from the canteen by
students in years 7 to 10 and delivered to agreed locations for Y11. Students who bring their own lunch
will keep it with them until lunch time, consume their lunch and dispose of their rubbish in accordance
with the guidelines for catered lunches.
Lunchtimes:
Year group

Location (*Good weather plan, **if
inclement weather to remain in their
allocated classroom)

Time of drop off / ***collection
from canteen.

7

Main Canteen (first half only) and MUGA
(on a Monday PE might request they
move to the field)
Main Canteen (second half only) and grass
area in front of MUGA and covered area
Side Canteen and quadrant outside
canteen
Main canteen (for first 35 minutes) and
quadrant outside canteen
Sports Hall and grass area in front of
MUGA and covered area

1pm

8
9
10
11

1:25pm
1pm
12:15pm

12:15pm (delivered to corridor
outside main hall for y11
students to collect)
*If inclement weather and students may need to remain in their allocated classroom, the
supervising adult may play appropriate music through classroom speakers, they may chat and
should all have an English Literature book to read if they prefer. All MUST stay in their
allocated seats – other than leaving for toilet access, collecting their lunches and to dispose
of their rubbish. All students MUST be offered the use of the toilet facilities in this slot.
**Students in years 7 to 10 will collect their lunches before returning to their allocated
classroom.
***If collecting lunch from the canteen, students will have an allocated time slot to consume
their lunch in the canteen seating area provided.
Students will dispose of their rubbish safely in the bins provided as and when instructed. They
are to not to leave their designated area during lunch time to dispose of rubbish, additional
bins will be provided so they can remain in their ‘zone’. If they are in their classrooms due to
inclement weather, they will use the lidded bins provided in their classroom.

